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1. Executive Summary
For many years the local residents of West Didsbury, Withington and Didsbury in Manchester have
been lamenting the deterioration of the shops on Lapwing Lane where it joins Palatine Road. The fine
Edwardian canopy in front of the shops, just as it had made shopping on the arcade such a pleasure up
the 1960s, so it’s decline after years of neglect had made visiting the arcade much less fun. Some had
tried valiantly to take action but been thwarted by the obstacles of a lack of unity amongst the shop
owners and the steep financial requirements. The canopy looked to be destined for collapse – and
fairly soon, judging by the advanced state of rust at either ends of the structure!
Determined action by a small group of local people, ably supported by a wider base of local residents
and interest groups has succeeded in restoring the structure to, as near as possible, its original state,
and given it a guaranteed lifespan of many more decades.
Along the way the whole community has benefitted from finding out more about the place where
they, and generations of their families, have lived for many years. They have also gained through
feeling more engaged with their neighbours in an enterprise that was universally regarded as
worthwhile. “It has brought the whole community together” as one of the shoppers said to the
filmmaker who was making the YouTube film to celebrate the completion of the project.
The project has taken a lot longer than originally anticipated (2.5 years as against the hopelessly
optimistic 9 months estimated at the outset). Worries about completing the ‘centenary restoration’
before the hundredth birthday of the arcade in 2013 soon transformed into worries about the birthday
present being delayed to the year after the anniversary. Costs have been much higher than first
thought (though a lot less than some of the £150,000+ quotes advanced a few years ago). At the close
of the project just over £90,000 had been raised of which almost £4,000 remains in the bank to
kickstart the 25 year maintenance fund.
The trials and tribulations of the bumpy project road will soon fade into distant memory with just the
golden highlights being recalled in years to come. The arcade, however, will be there for many years
to come and each day local shoppers and passers-by will enjoy the splendid restoration, and possibly
in passing, glance up at the commemorative plaque to remind themselves of the fact that one day a
while back, but for the determination of the local people, the canopy would have disappeared.
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2. Project Background, Objectives and Structure
2.1. Project Background
In 1913 a shopping arcade was created
on Lapwing Lane in West Didsbury,
Manchester at the point where it
intersects with Palatine Road. Over the
years local people have grown fond of
this friendly shopping facility – not
least on account of its rather elegant
Edwardian canopy (which led many to
dub the arcade ‘The Veranda’). Some
believe this is the last such canopy in
Manchester.
Sadly the shop owners have failed to
The Arcade in the 1920s – then known as The Moorfield Arcade
maintain the canopy structure down
the years such that by the 1990s it was approaching the point where local people could foresee its
collapse – or more likely its demolition by the council to safeguard the public. Indeed a portion of
the canopy collapsed a few years ago assisted by a reversing dustcart.
Local resident Richard Byrne put it rather well when he wrote to the FOLLA Trustees early in the
project:
“I do have a long interest in how buildings and neighbourhoods
change, and although this is a paradox, I think the Lapwing Lane
arcade is important precisely because it has always been minor.
It isn’t ever going to be a world heritage site, but it is quite
handsome and very useful when it’s raining - until the day it rots,
threatens to fall down, and somebody says ‘lt's too much trouble
to mend’. What can badly muck up neighbourhoods is not
2012: Spandrels and roof section before necessarily the loss of the major things, but losing far too many
of the fairly minor ones.”
restoration
Since no action had been taken for many decades to maintain the canopy, the covenant set up in
1913 which bound the shop owners to keep the canopy in good order was regarded as legally
unenforceable. With the shop owners unwilling or unable to take action local residents were faced
with the choice: let the canopy collapse and be lost forever, or organise a restoration project
themselves.
Prior to 2012 a number of attempts had been made to mount a
restoration project but none got off the ground. In the spring of
2012 a small group of local residents got together to form the
Friends of Lapwing Lane Arcade (FOLLA). The thinking was that
in a relatively affluent area of Manchester with the arrival of the
Metrolink tram station just opposite the arcade, it had to be
possible to steer a restoration project to success. In FOLLA’s first
few weeks members set up a stall on Saturday mornings under
the canopy to gauge the opinion of local shoppers. If they
2012: Roof section before restoration
wished, passers-by could pay £5 and become registered ‘Friends’
of the arcade. In return they received a membership card and an emailed copy of FOLLA’s monthly
bulletin. By the end of the first 2 months over £1,000 had been raised and well over 100 local people
had registered their support and volunteered their assistance. The project had legs!
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2.2. Project Objectives
The initial purpose of FOLLA was to restore the canopy to its original state treating the elements of
the structure that could be rescued and replacing those that were past treatment with materials true
to the original structure built in 1913 by the celebrated Saracen Foundry of Walter MacFarlane & Co.
Ltd of Glasgow. Furthermore FOLLA determined from its first meeting to ensure that the project
delivered an ongoing arrangment whereby the canopy structure was properly maintained for the
forseeable future.
FOLLA became established as a charitable trust during the summer and autumn of 2012 and in the
process the objectives of the project became more detailed. They were documented as:


To restore the veranda’s metalwork, replacing elements only where the original material was
too badly damaged or missing altogether, and reglaze the entire veranda in a style sympathetic
to the original structure



To install in each of the 20 canopy bays new oval shop signs to bring a look of consistency and
to discourage the shop keepers from tacking their own disparate signage to the front of the
canopy thus spoiling the appearance



To create a commemorative plaque naming major donors and place it in a prominent position
adjacent to the canopy (this objective was added early in 2013)



To involve FOLLA members in researching for, and preparing, an exhibition of the history of the
arcade for the annual local Heritage Open Days



To deliver ‘heritage learning’ sessions for a total of at least 60 children at two local primary
schools covering the history and development of the veranda and the local area



To hold a veranda launch event for up to 1,000 local people celebrating the restoration work at
its completion



To establish a legal and financial structure which ensured that, through FOLLA, the restored
canopy would not be allowed to deteriorate for the foreseeable future

2.3. Project Structure
From the start the small group at the heart of FOLLA were well-supported by local community
organistations – namely:


The West Didsbury Residents Association (WDRA)



The Didsbury Civic Society (DCS)



Manchester City Council and in particular the councillors for the Didsbury West ward

The local MP, John Leech, gave strong practical support throughout.
Key input also came from the legal team at Clear Law Solicitors who had offered pro bono legal
support from the outset. Their advice was to establish a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO)
– a new type of organisation which enjoyed Charitable status without the need to register as a
company with Companies House. Unfortunately the Government’s launch of this new type of
structure was delayed into 2013 forcing FOLLA to opt for the more traditional structure of a Trust
Company with charitable objectives registered as such with the Charities Commission. By October
2012 all the necessary registration had been achieved and FOLLA became a registered Company and
a Charitable Trust with 7 Trustees. The monthly FOLLA committee meetings became Trustee Board
meetings, and Trustees and other supporters were appointed to the positions of:


Chair
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Treasurer
Secretary
Social Secretary
Restoration work Project Manager

To achieve the objectives the principle challenges were seen as:
a) To devise a legal framework with the shop owners that allowed FOLLA to undertake the canopy
restoration project
b) To raise sufficient funds to tackle the restoration work
c) To find a reliable construction partner able to carry out the work competently at an affordable
price
d) To establish a body of heritage material which narrated the story of the arcade, informed local
people and underlined the importance of the restoration work
e) To build and nurture a family of stakeholders who could engage with the project providing
assistance in the fund-raising and other essential project activities, and influence in the local
community
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3. Project Process and Outcomes
3.1. Legal
3.1.1. Process
Once the Company had been established the main focus of the Trust was to determine how
best to gain control of the physical asset of the canopy so that the restoration work could be
tackled. Options included:
a) Purchase the canopy from the shop owners for a nominal amount
b) Lease the canopy from the shopowners at a nominal annual rent
c) Agree a licence with the shop owners which gave FOLLA the responsibility for restoration
and maintenance for a specified period and imposed an annual maintenance fee on each
owner
FOLLA were keen not to take on the responsibilities of ownership with its burden of public
liability insurance and indefinite responsibility for the structure.
Similarly a lease arrangement offered the burden of public liability insurance.
Therefore the Trustees opted for a licence agreement (option c above) which would leave
ownership of the canopy with the shop owners but oblige FOLLA to restore and maintain the
canopy structure. The main risk of taking this approach was that the public – and indeed the
Charity Commission – might see this as simply funnelling charitable funds into the hands of
property owners. Legal advice was that if the licence arrangement was given a term of 25
years it would legitimately be seen as a charitable effort to keep a prized local feature in a
good state for future generations to enjoy, and not principally as a way of providing benefits to
the shop owners.
At the same time as working through the process of how to take control of the canopy, FOLLA
and its legal advisors were working hard to find out excatly who the owners of the 10 arcade
shop units actually were, and then finding contact details for them that were effective. This
proved particularly difficult with many unanswered phone calls and emails.
By the end of 2012, however, contact had been made with all the owners and the legal team
had drawn up a licence contract.
Getting the owners to sign up to the contract took another 3 months during the early part of
2013. Some saw the advantage straightaway and signed happily; others were slow to agree
believing that monies spent by themeselves on their portion of the canopy in recent times
meant that they should get some financial compensation from FOLLA. This view was
vigorously contested and FOLLA made it clear to all the owners that if there was not 100%
agreement to the contract amongst them the whole project would be cancelled. FOLLA would
not countenance restoring part of the canopy. It was all or nothing. By Easter 2013 all the
owners had signed the licence contract. FOLLA duly signed this contract at the end of 2013
when it was clear that the funds were in place for the restoration work to go ahead.
3.1.2. Outcomes


Lapwing Lane shop owners have granted a licence to FOLLA ceding all responsibility for
restoring the canopy structure and keeping it in a good state through to December 2038
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Lapwing Lane shop owners will each contribute £50 per annum per unit to FOLLA to help
defray maintenance costs (this will realise a total of £500 per annum from January 2015
onwards whilst the licence contract remains in force)



Should any of the shop units be sold before 2039 the licence arrangment will automatically
transfer to the new owner



All ownership responsibilities for the canopy structure (such as public liability insurance)
remain with the shop owners

3.2. Funds
3.2.1. Process
Targets
Estimates as to the cost of the project varied widely at the outset – from £25,000 to £150,000.
If the latter figure had proved to be realistic then the project would have been aborted early
on as unachievable.
Following a fairly informal tendering process involving 3 possible building contractors a quote
of just over £28,500 was received in June 2012. The contractor concerned had recently
completed work on the Didsbury Parsonage restoration and was recommended by the
Didsbury Civic Society. With an initial working target of £35,000 to cover the quote from the
chosen contractor, a contingency allowance and other costs, fund-raising work proceeded in
earnest throughout the remainder of the project.
By the end of 2012 FOLLA had raised almost £28,000 and was fairly confident of reaching the
target. At this stage, however, the appointed contractor reassessed the work involved and
increased his quote to just over £48,000. Independent professional advice was received by
FOLLA indicating that the new quote was quite realistic given the task in hand. Impressed by
the work the contractor had carried out for the Didsbury Civic Society FOLLA decided to stick
with the contractor, reset the fund-raising target to £60,000 and redouble its fund-raising
efforts.
By May 2013 the £60,000 target had been reached. Yet again the contractor revisited his
estimates and indicated he wished to increase his quote. Furthermore, he said he was
unwilling to offer a fixed price on the new quote. The FOLLA Board of Trustees decided to
sever relationships with this contractor and retender the work.
A new tendering process, managed by an architect appointed by FOLLA to manage the process
through to project completion, took place. The result was a fixed price quote of just over
£70,000. A new fund-raising target of £90,000 was set to cover the main restoration work plus
other costs such as the new shop signs and the fees for the architect hired to manage the
work.
Fund-raising
There have been 6 income streams through the life of the project:
a) Grants (Total income = £42,500)
Numerous applications were made throughout the project to various organisations who
make donations to charitable community projects. Three were successful:
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The Heritage Lottery Fund (£25,000), Manchester City Council Local Ward Cash Grant
scheme (£16,000) and Barclays Bank (£1,500).
Unsuccessful applications were made to: Veolia, United Utilities, Manchester Airport
Community Trust Fund, Equity Housing Housing Trust, The Co-operative Group and
Siemens.
b) Events (Total income = £7,900)
The main fund-raising events held throughout the course of the project were:


Quiz/Auction evening at The Albert Club – May 2012



George Galway Concert at The Northern Tennis Club – July 2012



Quiz/Auction evening at The Albert Club – November 2012



Ceilidh evening at St Catherine’s Club – April 2013



Quiz/Auction evening at The Albert Club – September 2013

Various Trustees and other ‘Friends’ played their part in organising and running these
events. All were well advertised and well supported within the local community.
Crucially these events all played a major part in promoting awareness of the FOLLA
project throughout the local community.
c) ‘Pay for a Pane’ – Commemorative Plaque inscription (Total income = £26,000)
Early in 2013, when it was clear that the £35,000 target was far too low, the Trustees
devised the ‘Pay for a Pane’ scheme. In return for a donation of at least £100 a donor
would be offered an inscription on a commemorative plaque to be placed adjacent to the
arcade at project completion. Over 170 donors have subscribed to this scheme resulting
in the greatest single source of funds to the project.
d) ‘Friends’ subscriptions and other miscellaneous donations (Total income = £6,100)
Throughout the project members of the public were invited to subscribe and become
‘Friends’ of the arcade. In return for a donation of at least £5 they were offered a
monthly emailed bulletin updating them on the campaign’s progress and providing
interesting information about the history of the arcade. Over 770 have registered as
‘Friends’.
e) Shopkeepers’ contributions to the new shop signs (Total income = £1,900)
Shopkeepers were asked to contribute 50% of the cost of making and installing the new
hanging signs in front of their respective shop units.
f)

Gift Aid (Total income = £6,200)
Careful records were kept of all the donations made to FOLLA (subscriptions and ‘Pay for a
Pane’ donations) enabling FOLLA to claim gift aid refunds from HMRC.

Tax
As a Charitable Trust registered with the Charities Commission FOLLA has been eligible to claim
gift aid refunds from HMRC on donations made by UK taxpayers providing the donor has
explicitly indicated via a signed form that they are content for the tax element to be reclaimed.
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Early in the life of the project FOLLA explored the possibility of reclaiming VAT on its payments
to suppliers, but with none of its income resulting from sales of goods or services this was
quickly ruled out. FOLLA has paid out approximately £15,000 worth of VAT to its suppliers.
3.2.2. Outcomes
At the conclusion of the restoration work FOLLA has no debts and £3,500 in the bank to
kickstart the 25 year maintenance programme. This sum will be topped up with approximately
£500 per annum from the shop owners as specified in the licence contract to which they have
agreed.
3.3. Construction work
3.3.1. Process
Construction work involved three main elements:


Canopy restoration



Shop sign design and installation



Commemorative Plaque design and installation

Canopy restoration
From the start the Trustees recognised that not all of the dilapidated structure could be
rescued. The glass roof and the metal supports for the roof were past repair and in a
dangerous state. So the mission was to treat and restore as much of the original structure as
could be safely brought back to near its original state and then to design and install new
components that were as close to the original in appearance as could be achieved. One
portion of the canopy (in front of the left hand end unit) had been totally destroyed and would
have to be replaced in toto.
During 2011 Didsbury Civic Society (DCS) had sought tenders for the restoration work in
anticipation of a project being mounted. Three quotes were obtained and the best of these
was judged to be the one submitted by the company already hard at work on restoring the
Didsbury Parsonage on behalf of DCS. Their workmanship was generally agreed to be of a high
standard and their existing relationship with DCS regarded as an asset. They quoted £28,500
in June 2012.
By January 2013 this quote had been increased
to £48,000 and by May 2013 it was clear they
were about to increase the quote yet again
with no guarantee of a fixed price. At this stage
the Trustees decided to sever the relationship.
During the summer of 2013 the Trustees hired
a local architect to manage the canopy
restoration work through to conclusion. She
drew up an Invitation to Tender and by
September three quotes had been received.
Front view of the design for 2 bays of the canopy
Two of these were for £150,000+ and deemed
unaffordable but the third was from Phil Coppell Ltd and amounted to just over £70,000.
Coppell’s quote covered:


Blasting and treating 18 of the 21 columns
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Replacing the remaining 3 columns with aluminium columns cast to be exact replicas of
the surviving columns
Blasting and treating the majority of the 42 spandrels and where they were irreparably
damaged recasting them in resin to be exact replicas of the surviving spandrels
Re-engineering the drainage, clearing blockages and installing a more capacious guttering
system
Installing a new roof with specially laminated Geogian wire glass

After taking references the quote was accepted and contracts drawn up.
Various permissions were needed to allow work to start: planning permission for the
replacement columns and spandrels since they were in a different material from the originals
they were replacing, permission to work on the drainage and permission to carry out the main
restoration work with its possible disruption to public usage of the arcade. All were dealt with
by FOLLA’s architect and the local Council and were granted without issue.
Restoration work started in mid January 2014 and was successfully completed by the end of
April.
Shop Signs
Although there had never been shop signs hanging
from the canopy in each bay, FOLLA were keen to add
this feature. On the old structure some of the
shopkeepers had erected their own signs on the front
of the canopy giving a shoddy and inconsistent look to
Example of the shop sign design
the whole arcade. Well-designed and uniform signage
at the canopy front would prevent shopkeepers ‘doing their own thing’ and ruining the
appearance.
Various parties were approached to design and install the signs during the second half of 2013.
Local artist, Andy Parle (who was also to be commissioned to design, create and install the
commemorative plaque) was chosen. The design was agreed with a sub-committee of the
FOLLA Board and put to the shopkeepers (who were asked to donate half of the cost). Each
shop unit has 2 bays (apart from Inman’s double unit with 4 bays). Shopkeepers chose the
wording on each of their signs. Planning permission was granted for the new signs and work
started on their construction in May 2014. All were in place by early July.
Commemorative Plaque
At the start of 2013 the ‘Pay for a Pane’ scheme was launched aiming to plug the funding
shortfall resulting from the escalation of the restoration costs. The pledge was that if a
donation of £100 or more was made then the donor could specify an inscription of no more
than 36 characters to be placed on a commemorative ‘work of art’. After considering various
options for this ‘work of art’ the Trustees decided to install a commemorative plaque on the
side wall of the Pizza Express building at the left hand end of the arcade. The reasoning behind
this and the plaque design are explained in Appendix 6.6. The wording at the foot of the
plaque was to be:

Friends of Lapwing Lane Arcade
th

At the time of its 100 birthday in 2013 the people of this neighbourhood organised
and funded the restoration of the veranda in front of these shops.
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Local artist, Andy Parle (who had also been commissioned to carry out the shop sign work),
submitted a design for the plaque that was accepted by the Trustees early in 2014. In June
Pizza Express gave their blessing to the plaque being placed on their side wall and in July
planning permission was granted. Worked started on creating the plaque early in August and
it was installed early in September ready for the Opening ceremony on September 14th.
3.3.2. Outcomes
The following pictures taken alongside those shown at 2.1 above, best illustrate the most
tangible outcome.
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Not only is the main canopy structure restored to a state similar to that it enjoyed 100 years
ago, but an arrangement has been put in place to ensure that it remains in such a state for at
least the next 25 years.
The elegant shop signs enhance the appearance and are a defence against random pieces of
signage spoiling the front aspect of the canopy.
Finally the local community has a notable piece of art to commemorate the efforts of all in
mounting and delivering this 2.5 year project.
3.4. Heritage ‘Dividend’ work
3.4.1. Process
From the start of the project the publicity amongst the local community has provoked a strong
flow of material into FOLLA, recording memories of the arcade and the characters that ran the
shops back as far as the 1920s. This in turn prompted the Trustees to carry out some research
via local archives to establish the ‘story of the arcade’. The main source of information about
which business occupied which shopping unit came from the Business Directories stored at
Manchester’s Central Reference Library. This data allied to what could be gleaned from past
phone directories filled in much of the story up the 1950s when both sources disappeared.
From the 1950s onwards personal reminiscences have been the main source.
Appendices 6.1 to 6.3 show the principal fruits of these efforts.
FOLLA has held exhibitions of the ‘Arcade Story’ during the local Heritage Weekends in 2012
and 2013 (at The Albert Club), and in 2014 (under the restored canopy on Lapwing Lane
Arcade).
The material has also been used at local community events during the project – both to inform
the community as well as to arouse interest in the restoration project.
Finally the material has been used by FOLLA ‘Friend’ and former headteacher, Sue Good, in a
programme of teaching mounted at 2 of the local Primary Schools during the 2014 Summer
term. Appendix 6.4 shows Sue’s summary of the teaching after it had been delivered.
3.4.2. Outcomes
Although it was far from the main focus when the restoration project was incepted the
research and promotion of the story of the arcade and thereby of an important aspect of the
local community throughout the last 100 years has been a significant outcome of the project.
Up to a thousand local people – including a significant number of the local primary school
populations – have a much greater awareness of the history of the local area as a result of the
project. This in turn will have led to a greater pride in their local environment and what makes
it special.
3.5. Stakeholder communications
3.5.1. Process
The project depended throughout on developing a wide group of stakeholders and keeping
them appropriately informed about the progress of the work.
The following methods of communication were adopted:
Monthly FOLLA bulletin
FOLLA – Canopy Restoration Project - Evaluation Report
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Each month the FOLLA secretary created a one-page bulletin which was emailed to all the
registered ‘Friends’ who had given their email addresses. The bulletin contained updates on
the project’s progress against its objectives, plus a full up-to-date summary of the financial
position. Articles and pictures relevant to local history were also included. The bulletins
offered an important mechanism for publicising FOLLA’s fund-raising events and doubtless
played a large part in swelling the attendance at these events and making them successful.
Emailing the bulletin provided an opportunity to attach a copy of the ‘Pay for a Pane’
application form to all the ‘Friends’. This helped to keep these types of donations flowing in
during the later stages of the project.
Two sample bulletins are shown at Appendix 6.5.
Representation on local Community Groups
Both the Didsbury Civic Society (DCS) and the West Didsbury Residents Association (WDRA)
had been interested in restoring the canopy for some years. Representatives of both groups
became FOLLA Trustees and related news of FOLLA back to their respective groups on a
regular basis. In addition FOLLA’s Secretary attended the monthly WDRA meeting and
provided a progress report as a standard item on the agenda. Both groups played an
important part in nurturing and supporting FOLLA throughout the project.
Local MP and local Councillors
The MP for Manchester Withington (John Leech) joined the FOLLA committee in the early days
and offered strong support. He was particularly helpful in getting FOLLA in touch with the
Heritage Lottery Fund. Throughout he was copied into the Trustees Board meeting agenda nd
minutes.
Local Councillors for the Didsbury West ward were also in attendance at many of the FOLLA
committee and Trustee Board meetings. They played a key role in lobbying Manchester City
Council for a cash grant and generally ensuring that council officers were helpful to FOLLA.
Shop owners & Shopkeeper updates
At each major step of the project the shop owners and shopkeepers were emailed to update
them on progress as it specifically affected them. These steps included: the terms of the
licence contract being proposed, the completion of licence contract signing by all the owners,
the start of the building work, and the design and financial arrangements concerning the
canopy-front shop signs.
In addition FOLLA Trustees made a point of calling into most of the shop units to chat to the
shopkeepers at least once a month.
FOLLA website
A website was created by FOLLA ‘Friend’ Steve Seddon. This was updated at least once a
month showing the latest montly bulletin. It also housed an archive of all the ‘heritage’
material FOLLA had collected throughout the project. Finally it kept a copy of the ‘Pay for a
Pane’ form which could be downloaded and sent in with donor contributions.
The address of the FOLLA website is: http://folla.org.uk/
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF)
Richard Fowler, the HLF representative for the FOLLA project, received monthly bulletins plus a
personal update from the FOLLA Secretary at least once every 6 months.
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YouTube
The main contractors, Phil Coppell Ltd., commissioned a local filmmaker to make a short 5
minute video film to summarise and celebrate the restoration work. Its address is:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeHDTxI29qY&list=UUGTG6uNy1OSM6T7JEkjwdZw
Newspaper articles
Both the local South Manchester Reporter and the online paper, Community Index, carried
articles about FOLLA during the campaign.
Local radio
The FOLLA project was described a number of times on the Becky Want Show on BBC Radio
Manchester.
Opening ceremony & Plaque unveiling
Following the September 2014 Heritage weekend there was a grand opening ceremony under
the canopy. Dr Doug Edwards, who with his late wife, Jo, was one of the first to register as a
‘Friend’ unveiled the commemorative plaque, and various short speeches were made to mark
the occasion. A jazz band from the local Parr’s Wood Secondary School serenaded the
assembled crowd of over 200 local people. With free drinks and nibbles on offer from Pizza
Express and a number of the units on the arcade, conversations went on well into the early
autumn evening.
3.5.2. Outcomes
The production and distribution of timely and relevant communications about FOLLA’s project
helped to ensure that over a thousand local people were continually aware of the project and
its progress.
Good communications became the bedrock of successful fund-raising and a positive and
supportive attitude amongst those who could significantly influence the success of the project.
Over the 30 months the bulletins in particular have elicited hundreds of positive messages as
well as some gems about the history of the local neighbourhood.
Finally the ‘feel good local community factor’ was cemented in place with the Opening
Ceremony at the end of the project.

Speech at the Opening Ceremony
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4. Assessment of Outcomes against Approved Purposes
As part of the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) grant, ‘Approved Purposes’ were set. The following table
lists these purposes and summarises the outcomes against each.
Approved Purposes

Project Outcomes

Restore the veranda’s metalwork,
reinstate the missing canopy to one shop
unit and re-glaze the entire veranda

ACHIEVED
Completed in April 2014. Images shown in section 3.3.2
above illustrate the restored canopy structure.

Install 20 veranda front shop signs and a
commemorative plaque naming major
donors

ACHIEVED
Signs completed in July 2014 and plaque in September
2014. Again images shown in section 3.3.2 above illustrate
the signs and the commemorative plaque in place. The
plaque bears 189 inscriptions including one for the HLF.
ACHIEVED
Exhibitions of material have been held in 2012, 2013 and
2014 as part of the National Heritage weekend programme
of events. Appendices 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 show a sample of
the material researched, developed and exhibited by a
number of FOLLA ‘Friends’.
ACHIEVED
Over 100 local primary schoolchildren were involved. The
report on this is held in Appendix 6.4.

Involve two FOLLA members in
researching for and preparing an
exhibition for Heritage Open Days

Deliver two 90 minute heritage learning
sessions for a total of 60 children at two
local primary schools, based on a
timeline already drawn up by FOLLA
using local resources from Manchester
libraries, about the history and
development of the veranda and local
area
Hold a veranda launch event for up to
1,000 local people

ACHIEVED
The event was held on September 14th 2014 and attended
by approximately 200 people. Section 3.5.1 above
describes the event.
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5. Lessons Learnt
During the life of the project some things went really well, and some not so well. Here are the top 6
learning points – 3 from each side of this divide.
Lessons from project’s strong points
Frequent discerning stakeholder
communications all but
guarantee success

In essence projects are major communication exercises. So understanding
the stakeholders, their perceptions of what’s required of them and their
attitudes, and then communicating to them effectively will all but guarantee
success. FOLLA got this right in dealing with the local community, the shop
owners and shopkeepers and most of all (via the monthly bulletins) the large
group of ‘Friends’.

Offer donors some real lasting
personal stake in the outcome to
ensure they keep giving

FOLLA recognised that the prestige it could offer donors by having their
names, or those of their parents, children, businesses, etc., permanently
associated with a successful community project was of great value. This idea
and the ‘Pay for a Pane’ scheme that it spawned resulted in the greatest
single source of funds.

If you’re convinced about the
case for what you’re doing then
ensure you carry the strength of
your convictions into persistent
actions

The original premise was that a restored canopy in front of an arcade of
shops adjacent to a new transport facility (West Didsbury Metrolink station)
in an affluent area of Manchester should make good business sense as well
as good ‘heritage’ sense. This thought was doggedly reiterated throughout
the project’s darker days keeping the prospect of a successful outcome
uppermost in everyone’s minds.

Lessons from project’s weak points
Identify the ‘drop dead’ issues
early on and micromange them

The issues that could have killed the project were:
 (Legal) Not getting 100% agreement amongst the shop owners to the
licence contract
 (Financial) Too great a gap between the funds required and those that
could be garnered
 (Construction) Not finding a contractor who was competent to carry out
the work to the required level of quality
The first two of these were successfully micromanaged – but the third wasn’t
and when the cost quotes started escalating early in 2013 with no fixed price
guarantee the project was in great jeopardy.

If suppliers keep changing their
quotes it probably means they
haven’t got the competence to
do what’s being asked of them

The original contractor almost doubled his quote at the end of 2012.
Although the new quote was authenticated as being more realistic, the real
lesson that was overlooked was that the contractor had displayed a worrying
degree of incompetence by submitting the initial quote and perhaps wasn’t
really sure of what the requirements were. The relationship should have
been severed at that stage and not allowed to carry on for another 6
months.

Get ‘the professionals’ in to take
responsibility for critical issues
that the project team aren’t
qualified to deal with

When dealing with specialist areas of expertise (e.g. legal issues, taxation,
construction work, etc.) the project team needed specialist advisors who
could independently assess whether the project was being told the truth and
being given good value. From the outset the project had access to good pro
bono advice on legal and financial matters but lacked good advice on the
construction side of the restoration tasks. Halfway through the Trustees
seconded an expert property person onto the Board as well as hiring a local
architect to manage the re-tendering process and the construction work
through to conclusion.
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6. Appendices
6.1. Timeline for occupancy of the 10 shop units between 1913 and 2013
The charts shown below were researched through various sources – principally those belonging to
Manchester’s Central Reference Library. As they have been exhibited over the past 2 years local
people have modified them through their reminiscences. Following the timeline charts is a summary
of shop unit occupancy throughout the 100 years and following this is a 15-question quiz based on
the timeline charts - along with the answers. This quiz has been used in the children’s heritage
learning scheme associated with the project.
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1913-1932
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1933-1952
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1953-1972
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1973-1992
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1993-2012
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Children’s Heritage Quiz based on the shop unit timeline charts - followed by answers
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6.2. The Dame Kathleen Ollerenshaw interview
Dame Kathleen Ollerenshaw has lived most of her life within
a few hundred yards of the Lapwing Lane Arcade (or ‘The
Veranda’ as she insists it is properly called). She celebrated
st
her centenary on October 1 2012 and was honoured, again,
with a Doctorate from Manchester University. This will be
her seventh Honorary Doctorate.
She was a Conservative member of Manchester City Council
from 1956 to 1981, involved in creating the Royal Northern
College of Music, Chair of Manchester Education Committee
in 1967 and Lord Mayor of Manchester in 1975. Her
contribution to mathematics is recognised worldwide. She
was a colleague of Alan Turing at Manchester University in
the 1950s.
Liz Spence and Mike Bath from FOLLA interviewed Dame
th
Kathleen on August 17 2012

“I can remember all the names of the shops. Mother called it The Arcade, which it was not, because an
arcade has a top to it like Barton Arcade. It is a veranda - we mustn’t call it an arcade!
It is very nice to celebrate the 100 years because I have always been
closely in touch with the veranda but never once have I been round the
back of the shops. Only one of the shops had another shop above it and
that was Inman’s. Inman’s is now a newsagent but there were two
Inman brothers in my mother’s day; one was the newsagent and the
other was a shoe retailer in the building which is now Didsbury Kitchen.
There have always been lodgings above the shops and Inman’s has
always been part of my existence. We used to live in Elm Road and
Mother used to send me to the shops for something. At 4 years old I’d
walk with money in my hand to the shops from Elm Road.
At the end of the row was Christy’s the cake shop and Russell’s who sold
fish and vegetables. Mother
Barton Arcade
didn’t like going shopping and
always sent me because I was
very reliable. She sent me once for four cod steaks for our
supper. I knew steak was meat so I went to Collins the
butchers who had an abattoir at the back of their shop on
School Lane. They hung meat either side of the door. They
laughed at me when I arrived and told me cod was fish, so I
walked back across the main road and back to the fish shop
and bought the cod steaks. I was about 5 years old at the
time.
There was also a sweet shop (Chas Wm Woolley) and, of
course, sweets were rationed in the war. There were jars of
FOLLA – Canopy Restoration Project - Evaluation Report
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bonbons and creamy whirls. I would walk two miles to school in Withington
every day and I’d come back via the veranda and buy two pennyworth of
creamy whirls and share them out with my friends.
Creamy whirls were brown and white toffees. It was a very good sweet shop
and 2p bought about 8 creamy whirls. The Veranda was very important to the
neighbourhood. Mother sent me out every Saturday afternoon to buy a paper
bag of chocolates for her.
1914 penny

Then there was a very posh grocer at the end - John Williams. Most of the floors
above the shops were flats with individual doors and stairs running down. A few were used as storage
space but only Inman’s used the floor above as a shop. The post office on the corner was important for
its pillar box with its extrusion on top. That post office was built new in my day on empty land. The
Veranda was built first, then the bank and then the post office. Behind The Veranda were good-sized
back yards and a cobbled alley. I’d never seen cobbles before. It was a very busy shopping area with all
the deliveries taking place at the back. The only thing delivered at the front
was the Evening News.
There was a boy who used to throw the papers with great force. He would
stand at the back of the van - he never got out - and throw them all the way
towards the shop each day around 4.00pm. There was also a sewing shop
selling cottons and needles. Dobbins sold blouses and there was a chemist,
Ashton Sidney. There was a shoe shop (Freeman, Hardy and Willis) but we
never went there because we were shoe people ourselves (Timpsons) and
my father brought our shoes home from the warehouse.
During the war we were hungry and if there was a queue at the shops we’d
always join it. I remember once dashing around to The Veranda because
we’d heard they’d just got a box of tomatoes.

Pillar box with extrusion!!

The Veranda was a very special place for the neighbourhood round here –
it was a very good area for shopping and always busy. People would come
home from town on the trams, get off at the terminus and do their
shopping there.

I think it’s a good idea to have a party to celebrate The Veranda’s centenary and its restoration. It was a
wonderful shopping centre - and still is!!”
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6.3. A collection of some of the Friends’ memories
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Victor Cattan’s memories from the 1940s & 50s
During the project long-term local resident Victor Cattan submitted this article…..
Walking along Palatine Road towards Manchester and reaching Lapwing Lane, you would see on your
left, Dr Goodfellow’s house (now the Greenfinch public house) with a cameo of his departed daughter
above the doorway. Across the road was the destination board for Withington railway station, listing
the wealth of places that could be reached. On the right was the blue tiled taxi rank, usually occupied
by an elderly bespectacled gentleman in chauffeur’s uniform complete with peaked cap and breeches.
He was in charge of an equally elderly Rolls-Royce taxi with hinged front windscreen, red Rolls-Royce
badge and a spare wheel mounted on the side. Across the road were the cast iron columns and shops
that made up the Moorfield Arcade.
The first shop number 97, where Blockbuster video stood until quite recently, was John William’s
grocers whose name was proudly depicted in gold letters on a red background behind glass. They were
part of a chain and had shops in Burton Road, Didsbury and Withington. The Produce section was
dominated by a large red bacon slicer and the shop was managed by Mr Swainson, clad in a white coat.
Butter and cheese were cut off large blocks and wrapped to order. There was no checkout system and
you would queue each time you purchased an item from a different section, so if you wished to buy
cheese, tea and a can of peas and the shop happened to be busy, shopping could take the best part of
a morning.
Next door number 99, now the post office, was a men’s haberdashers, with drawers of shirts lining the
wall and collar studs and collars in trays beneath glass topped counters. The shop was run by Mr
Inman bespectacled and generally in a blue suit, the brother of Arthur Inman the newsagent. He was
assisted by his son who, together with Arthur’s son, later started Inman’s taxi hire on Lapwing Lane
behind Dr Goodfellow’s house (now the extension to the Greenfinch public house). The shop was later
taken by Ernest Saxe the tailor whose sign incorporated a pair of tailor’s shears as the ‘X’ in Saxe.
The third shop number 101, now Didsbury Kitchen, was Freeman Hardy and Willis the shoemakers. This
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was run by two energetic ladies and was lined from floor-to-ceiling with shoeboxes on light oak
shelves.
Number 103, now Sterling Pharmacy, was split into two shops each with a door and half size display
window. The first shop was called The Creamery. As the name suggests it supplied dairy produce. It
was run by two elderly ladies who could be rather impatient with little boys who only came in to buy
threepenny dried banana bars.
The second was Ashton Sydney the chemist, with the small window dominated by large round antique
bottles filled with coloured liquids. Inside, rows of dark bottles with white enamel labels edged in
black, red and gold, sat atop dark wooden shelves. He, a tall dark haired figure clad in a white cotton
jacket, would solemnly dispense prescriptions and seal the packets with red sealing wax melted by a
gas jet. His wife would then hand the packet to the customer. In later years he lost his licence and his
wife carried on the business for a short while before selling the shop to Livingstones, who incorporated
the neighbouring half shop and continued to run it as a chemists.
Number 105, was A Inman newsagent and tobacconist, with a toy department upstairs. Arthur, a short
stocky man with glasses, would drive his black Rover car in the early hours of the morning to
Withington railway station to collect the newspapers and take them to the shop, where, in his shortsleeved Fair Isle pullover and with a cigarette in his mouth, would arrange them for delivery by the
paperboy, writing the house number on each and slapping it down with his hand before collating the
next. This procedure was repeated at four o’clock when the afternoon paper train dropped off the
evening papers. Arthur was assisted by his wife and son.
Tobacco was an important item then, and an elaborate display of ColibrI cigarette lighter parts
dominated the shop counter. When Arthur died, his son ran the shop for several years before selling.
The business subsequently changed hands a few times but retained the Inman’s name.
Number 107, now part of Inman’s, was Dobbin’s ladies wear and lingerie. This was a rather grand shop
with two large windows displaying creations in pink and gold and the entrance set back to allow two
further side windows. Being a young boy I did not have occasion to go inside.
Number 109, now Fusion Deli, was Russell’s, fruiterers, fishmongers and game merchants. In addition
to fruit and vegetables, rabbits (before the outbreak of myxomatosis) would be on display together
with fowl and fish. I used to admire the deep red Scottish salmon with blood slowly oozing into the
bed of ice where it lay. The latest offerings would be written on the windows in white chalk.
Number 111, now Didsbury Food & Wine, was another pair of half size shops, the first was a jeweller’s
which subsequently became an estate and business agent, and the second was Beverley’s a wine shop
and off-licence run by a cheerful rather glamorous lady who lived nearby.
Number 113, now South East Asia Diner, was Long’s sweetshop where one could buy aniseed balls,
dolly mixtures, liquorice allsorts and the like. The counter was lined with tall jars of sweets. It was a
poor relation to the luxuriously inlaid wood panelled Clifton’s, which was around the corner in the
white Williams Deacon’s bank building, now RBS. Clifton’s sold their own chocolate together with what
were then exotic continental makes such as Lindt, Peter and Tobler. They also sold a rather delectable
coffee-flavoured caramel called Hopjes, which were made in Holland by Frank Rademaker. Clifton’s
eventually closed and was acquired by a Lebanese gentleman who turned it into a rather dingy Asian
food and produce shop. He subsequently disappeared and it was sad to see a once-proud shop decay
into an eyesore, before eventually being subsumed into RBS.
Incidentally the site of the cash dispenser next to the bank entrance used to be a ladies hairdresser and
later the office of solicitor Ivor Million.
Number 115, the end shop in the arcade, now Escape, was Christy’s bakery and patisserie, the bakery
was behind the shop and I remember going early in the morning before the shop was open and
knocking on the bakery door to buy bread and cakes still warm from the oven.
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6.4. ‘Heritage Learning’ for local primary schoolchildren
Retired local headteacher, Sue Good, planned and carried out a programme of teaching for the
schoolchildren of 2 local Primary Schools during the 2014 Summer term. This is her report of the
sessions….
Educational sessions with local primary schools with relation to the Lapwing Lane Arcade
Schools involved and dates of sessions:
Cavendish Primary School, Cavendish Road, West Didsbury, Manchester, M20 1JG 2 classes Y4
(aged 8 -9 years). Classroom sessions 03/06/14 afternoon, walk 10/06/14 afternoon. 70 pupils
involved.
Didsbury C of E Primary School, Elm Grove, Didsbury, Manchester, M20 6RL 2 classes Y5 (aged 9 –
10 years) and Y6 (aged 10 – 11 years). Class sessions Y5 and Y6 05/06/14, walk Y5 11/06/14
afternoon, Y6 11/06/14 morning. 30 pupils involved in Year 5 and 30 in Year 6.
Detail of sessions:
Each group had a classroom session and walked from their school with me, Sue Good, their
teachers and other adult assistants. The work was integrated by the teachers into their class
planning in local history. The detail is as follows:
Class sessions:
Following a preliminary planning meeting with 2 teachers in each school it was agreed that the
work should relate to their own school buildings at the beginning of the 20th century, with historic
images, provided by me electronically beforehand to the teachers, of familiar roads, buildings etc.
close to the school at that time, but still in existence now.
Walk:
From each school I led the walks with the teachers and other adult assistants, using historic images
of existing buildings and other images, demonstrating how sites looked on the past. These walks
led us to Lapwing Lane and the newly renovated Lapwing Lane Arcade, constructed in 1913. We
compared the arcade after renovation to the historic images previously received electronically by
the teachers. The teachers had determined the class activities at the arcade, which included
comparisons old and new, sketching etc. Once activities were completed we walked back to the
respective schools and felt the objective of learning about the historic significance of the
construction of the Lapwing Lane Arcade in 1913 had enabled the youngsters to understand more
about the historic area close to their school and where many of them live.
Sue Good
Local Historian and Former Head teacher of Didsbury C of E Primary School June 2014
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6.5. Examples of the monthly FOLLA bulletins
At the end of each of the 30 months through the lifetime of the project, the Trustees emailed each of
the registered ‘Friends’ who had provided an email address (well over 500 by the close of the
project) a bulletin covering progress against the project’s objectives, the latest financial situation and
other relevant material. Below are 2 examples….
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6.6. Description of the ‘Pay for a Pane’ Commemorative plaque
The following special bulletin was sent to all the ‘Friends’ during the summer of 2014.
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